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Abstract

Background: Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a heterogeneous disease that represents 10–20% of breast
cancer cases. The prognosis for advanced TNBC is usually poor, with a median overall survival of approximately 18
months or less.

Main text: New targeted therapies such as anti-PD-L1 agents are emerging as an option to treat advanced TNBC. A
panel of 6 national experts with an active interest in breast cancer convened online. Panel members had either
clinical or pathology experience in breast cancer. The experts pre-defined critical questions in the management of
PD-L1 in TNBC, and a literature review was performed for selected topics before the online meeting.

Conclusion: The experts led active discussions involving a multidisciplinary team comprising pathologists and
clinical oncologists. The meeting served to discuss the most relevant issues. A total of 10 critical questions for PD-
L1+ TNBC were debated and are presented in this review. This article discusses the current landscape for PD-L1
tests in TNBC in Brazil.
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Background
Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is a heterogeneous
disease representing 10–20% of breast cancer cases. In
Brazil, data from the AMAZONA study demonstrated
that 21% of breast cancer patients in Brazil are triple-
negative (Simon et al. 2019). The TNBC definition in-
cludes the absence of estrogen and progesterone recep-
tors and no overexpression of the human epidermal
growth factor receptor two genes (Kumar and Aggarwal
2016). The prognosis for advanced TNBC is usually
poor, with a median overall survival of approximately 18
months or less. Given the suboptimal outcomes with
chemotherapy, new targeted therapies for advanced
TNBC are urgently needed (Khosravi-Shahi et al. 2019).

Currently, atezolizumab is approved for metastatic
TNBC in Brazil and other parts of the world. Immuno-
histochemistry (IHC)–based detection of PD-L1 expres-
sion has been proposed as the predictive biomarker for
selecting candidate patients who can benefit from cancer
immunotherapy in metastatic cases (Gonzalez-Ericsson
et al. 2020). Four main commercial primary antibody
clones have been used in a number of clinical trials,
paired with a specific staining platform (Gonzalez-Erics-
son et al. 2020): SP142 (Roche Tissue Diagnostics,
Tucson, AZ, USA), SP263 (Roche Tissue Diagnostics),
22C3 (Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA),
and 28–8 (Agilent Technologies Inc.). Parallel to the
multiple assays, multiple scoring systems also exist
(Gonzalez-Ericsson et al. 2020). Table 1 shows technical
details and defines the scoring methods used for each
antibody. Furthermore, different cutoffs and definitions
are employed to determine PD-L1 positivity for various
tumor types.
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The reliability of IHC-based detection for PD-L1 in ac-
curately identifying the best candidates for immune check-
point inhibitor (ICI) has been a topic of scientific debate
for some years. At present, the PD-L1 assay is the only ap-
proved biomarker for ICI agents. It is a complex matter,
and the assay’s clinical use remains controversial due to
variability in assay performance of the PD-L1 IHC anti-
bodies. Issues include tumor histology, tumor heterogen-
eity, absence of a unified scoring system, and concerns
related to inter-reader reproducibility for scoring PD-L1
on immune cell (IC) or combined positive score (CPS)
(Gonzalez-Ericsson et al. 2020). Due to these concerns,
implementing PD-L1 in real-world practice remains a
challenge (Gonzalez-Ericsson et al. 2020).
An ideal biomarker should be analytically valid, robust,

reproducible, and clinically meaningful. For a biomarker
to be deployed in daily practice, it must also be afford-
able and accessible to pathologists in community-
laboratory practices (Gonzalez-Ericsson et al. 2020). In
this expert panel, we conducted a review and discussion
of the challenges of PD-L1 tests for TNBC in Brazil and
offer mitigation approaches within a risk-management
framework as previously described (Hall et al. 2014).

Main text
Methods
A panel of 6 national experts with an active interest in
breast cancer convened online on May 21, 2020, by
videoconference. Panel members had either clinical or
pathology experience in breast cancer. The experts pre-
defined critical questions in the management of PD-L1
in triple-negative breast cancer, and a literature review
was performed for selected topics before the online
meeting. The experts led active discussions involving a
multidisciplinary team comprising pathologists and clin-
ical oncologists. Each panelist consolidated a theme and
presented this to the other participants during the vir-
tual meeting. The meeting served to discuss the most
relevant issues. The panel addressed two major TNBC
areas concerning PD-L1: 1) metastatic TNBC; 2) early
TNBC. A total of 10 critical questions for PD-L1+
TNBC were debated. This article discusses the current
landscape for PD-L1 tests in TNBC in Brazil.

PD-L1 antibody - current landscape in Brazil
We currently have four commercially available assays in
Brazil, two by Ventana (SP142 and SP263) and two by
Dako (22-C3 and 28–8). These assays differ structurally
and analytically and are discordant, producing different
clinical results (Rugo et al. 2019). Studies comparing
PD-L1 assay concordance in TNBC have shown analyt-
ical discrepancies among SP142, SP263, and 22C3
clones. For instance, PD-L1 positivity (IC ≥1%) using
SP142 showed between 10 and 35% fewer PD-L1+ cases
than 22C3 CPS ≥1% in different studies (Downes et al.
2020; Noske et al. 2019; Scott et al. 2019). More import-
ant than analytical concordance studies are studies
assessing clinical outcomes. In this regard, Rugo et al.
presented a post-hoc analysis of IMpassion130 (Rugo
et al. 2019). The post-hoc analysis at prespecified cutoffs
revealed that 22C3 and SP263 assays identified more pa-
tients with PD-L1 positivity tumors than SP142. How-
ever, the most significant clinical benefits of using
atezolizumab combined with nab-paclitaxel were derived
from SP142 PD-L1 positivity nested within SP263+ or
22C3+ (Rugo et al. 2019). Technical and regulatory de-
tails, together with score cell type for each antibody is
given in Table 1.

Metastatic breast cancer scenario

Q1. What tests would be requested to target
treatment for triple-negative breast cancer in the
first-line advanced setting? Consider the diagnosis
in a metastatic setting and the available evidence
using cancer immunotherapy.

Answer: faced with a scenario of limited therapeutic
options, with rapid disease relapses, it is recommended
that every patient with advanced triple-negative breast
cancer undergo a PD-L1 test using clone SP142 to deter-
mine PDL-1 expression in IC (Gonzalez-Ericsson et al.
2020; Schmid et al. 2018). In addition, a genetic panel
for germinative BRCA1 and BRCA2/PALB2 mutations,
irrespective of age (National Comprehensive Cancer
Network 2020), should be performed. It is important to
recognize that as a biomarker to identify patients for im-
munotherapy, PD-L1 does not have perfect performance

Table 1 Technical, regulatory and score cell type for PD-L1 clones

Commercial diagnostic assays used in clinical studies

Clone SP142 SP263 22C3 28–8

Binding epitope Cytoplasmic domain Discontinuous segments in the extracellular domain

Platform Ventana BenchMark ULTRA Agilent Link 48

Partner drug Atezolizumab Durvalumab Pembrolizumab Nivolumab

Drug regulatory situationa Approved Not approved Not approved Not approved
aFor metastatic TNBC in Brazil on December 10, 2020
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and has limitations. So, while it is not the best bio-
marker, it is the best we have at present.

Q2. Regarding therapeutic conduct:
a) For patients with a history of previous

treatment in the neoadjuvant or adjuvant
disease setting: what is the approach for
patients who have had prior therapy with
taxane?

Answer: in this situation, the recommendation is to
perform a test for PD-L1 using clone SP142, provided
eligibility criteria are met (i.e., expression of PD-L1 in
IC ≥1%), the patient can receive a treatment regimen
of nab-paclitaxel and atezolizumab, as long as the
neoadjuvant/ adjuvant treatment has ceased for 12
months or longer (Schmid et al. 2018). However, a
shorter interval (disease-free interval greater than 6
months) may be considered, as used in Keynote 355
(Cortes et al. 2020).
Patients who recur with a disease-free interval shorter

than 6 months should be treated with second-line
chemotherapy agents. Alternatively, PD-L1 positivity can
be evaluated using clone 22C3 with CPS ≥20, a situation
in which the patient can benefit from pembrolizumab
(Cortes et al. 2020). However, it is important to note
that neither of the above indications has yet been ap-
proved in Brazil, and overall survival data from the clin-
ical trials were not reported (October 2020).

Q3. For patients with gBRCAm (or gPALB2) and
PD-L1+, what would be the best therapeutic
approach?

Answer: we recommend a combination of nab-
paclitaxel and atezolizumab as the first-line approach as
the analysis of the Impassion 130 for this subset of pa-
tients showed an overall survival benefit with the com-
bination (Schmid et al. 2018). In the event of
progression, the physician can use a PARP inhibitor, as
there is an indication for this drug class in subsequent
therapy lines (Robson et al. 2017).
Alternatively, PARP inhibitors, such as olaparib or

talazoparib, have shown improved progression-free
survival compared with chemotherapy when given to
gBRCAm (or gPALB2) patients (Robson et al. 2017;
Litton et al. 2018). These agents can be less toxic
and easier to use the first-line option than chemo-
therapy (Hurvitz et al. 2019). However, it is import-
ant to point out that PARP inhibitors have not yet
demonstrated overall survival benefit, and most clin-
ical trial patients received PARP inhibitors as a
second-line option or greater (Litton et al. 2018;
Robson et al. 2019).

Q4. Which sample type is the most appropriate for
evaluating PD-L1 in the metastatic scenario: pri-
mary breast tissue or metastatic tissue?

Answer: use the primary tumor and metastasis sam-
ples. If available, test both samples. There are, however,
a few points to consider:

a) Primary sample freshness (more recent samples are
superior).

b) Specimen storage time (degradation typically occurs
after 3 years).

c) Metastasis site:
i) If liver, analyze the evidence carefully and

compare this to findings for the primary sample.
ii) A positive result is confirmatory for bone

marrow or bone samples, but a negative result is
not.

iii) PD-L1 expression at different metastasis sites
can be associated with varied predictive
responses to ICI. For instance, higher PD-L1 in
lymph nodes was not related to clinical response
or survival in non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCL
C) (Hong et al. 2020; Schoenfeld et al. 2020).
PD-L1 expression differed significantly between
primary lung tumors and brain metastases
(Mansfield et al. 2016). Further studies are
needed, specifically in breast cancer, to clarify
the relevance of PD-L1 in this clinical setting.

d) Pre-analytical and post-analytical sample handling:
i) Pre-analytical care of tissue samples is

increasingly demanding for laboratory and
pathologists owing to more stringent
requirements of new clinical methodologies
employed in clinical practice, such as genomic
and immunohistochemical tests for selecting
target therapies (Bussolati et al. 2015). In the
pre-analytical phase, four points warrant spe-
cial attention to optimize the quality of
reports.
1) Fixation is the most critical step in the pre-

analytical phase (Groenen et al. 2011). Tis-
sue fixation must be done in 10% buffered
formalin. The effects of different buffering
agents used in 10% formalin, such as phos-
phate buffers, improve RNA preservation
compared to other agents, consequently en-
hancing the quality of immunohistochemical
assays (Chung et al. 2008);

2) Fixation time must be no shorter than 6 h
and no longer than 72 h (US Food and Drug
Administration. Summary of Safety and
Effectiveness Data. VENTANA PD-L1
(SP142) Assay. [n.d.]).
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3) In the case of surgical specimens: controlling
the time between surgery (time of specimen
removal/cold ischemia, cleavage) and
removal of samples is important to prevent
autolysis and degradation of tissue antigens.
Also, the immediate transport of specimens
from the operating room to the pathology
lab is crucial (Groenen et al. 2011). Delays in
transportation, gross examination,
sectioning, and sampling surgical specimens
may speed up DNA and RNA degradation
(Medeiros et al. 2007). Antigen stability
detected by immunohistochemistry
decreases with increasing warm ischemia
time (Groenen et al. 2011).

4) It is important to use the criteria for
assessing PD-L1 according to standards rec-
ommended by the assay provider (US Food
and Drug Administration. Summary of
Safety and Effectiveness Data. VENTANA
PD-L1 (SP142) Assay. [n.d.]; Dako. PD-L1
IHC 22C3 pharmDx).

ii) Post-Analytical phase: pathologists’ training
should take place under ideal conditions. Ideal
training conditions entail learning programs and
case discussions intended to teach pathologists
how to report the findings according to the
cutoffs recommended by each clone’s
manufacturers. Despite being important in
pathologists’ training, we believe that continuing
training programs that simulate the pathologist’s
daily challenges are vital for these professionals’
quality continuing medical education. In a real-
world setting, analytical performance and
standardization are often time-consuming and
challenging (Medeiros et al. 2007). Regular
training/audits performed after initiating the
pathological assessment program under real-
world conditions ensure proper standardization
of procedures to achieve optimal clinical prac-
tice results. A recent publication involving 19
pathologists from 14 academic centers in the
USA showed poor reproducibility across mul-
tiple pathologists, where more than half of pa-
thologists had discordant IC scores
(Reisenbichler et al. 2020). This poor reproduci-
bility can lead to error in either direction, i.e.,
overdetection or underdetection (Reisenbichler
et al. 2020). Also crucial in the post-analytical
phase is to consider that most molecular biology
variables are continuous, which raises the prob-
lem of concordance with clinically validated cut-
off points for diagnostic testing (De Gramont
et al. 2015). These limitations and precautions

are applicable in the immunohistochemical ana-
lysis of PD-L1 in breast cancer samples. The im-
munohistochemical report should also state
which assay (SP 142 or 22C3) was used and
which system was employed to classify the case
as positive or negative (IC or CPS).

e) Primary sample with a negative result: in these cases
assess the need for a repeat biopsy for PD-L1 testing.
i) There are inherent challenges in capturing

phenotypic heterogeneity through a single
individual biopsy (Jamal-Hanjani et al. 2017;
Turajlic et al. 2018; Warrick et al. 2019).
According to current practice for either clinical
or research settings, the problem seems to arise
primarily from dependence on using a single site
to evaluate tumor biology or evolution
(Litchfield et al. 2020). Available evidence from
clinical trials in metastatic breast cancer so far
indicates that benefit from therapy is seen with
a positive PD-L1 result independent from which
site the biopsy was obtained.

f) Risk of missing the main tumor subclones: there is
a risk of overlooking some of the primary tumor
subclones in sites not covered by the sample, such
as distal tumors, given the existence of intratumoral
heterogeneity (Warrick et al. 2019), generating a
bias that cannot be mitigated in the same tissue
sample (Jamal-Hanjani et al. 2017).
i) A positive result for metastasis or primary

tumor automatically renders the patient eligible
for immunotherapy. Patients whose results
exhibit discrepancy (primary versus metastasis
sites) had similar outcomes to those who tested
positive in both samples in the IMpassion 130
study (Schmid et al. 2018).

g) The PD-L1 test is available in all regions of Brazil.
Most Brazilian breast cancer pathologists are well
trained to evaluate PD-L1 in breast cancer. Al-
though technological advances are a game-changer
for developing robust therapeutic plans, the experts
recognize that there is still a learning curve. We be-
lieve there is a case for training general pathologists
to interpret PD-L1 in breast cancer. Concerted ef-
forts focused on the standardization of methodolo-
gies, quality control, and quality assurance of these
new technologies can translate to benefits in real-
world practice (Groenen et al. 2011). Table 2 sum-
marizes the challenges and risks of implementing
PD-L1 testing in clinical practice and proposed
mitigation strategies.

Q5. What information “on medical request” is
essential for the proper performance of tests
defining the treatment plan (metastatic setting)?
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Answer: there was no consensus on this point. The au-
thors mentioned informing the pathologist for which
line of treatment and drug the patient is being consid-
ered. Importantly, multidisciplinary care should include
the pathologist’s active involvement, particularly at the
time of analysis of any biopsy.

Early breast cancer scenario

Q6. Is it necessary to test PDL-1 expression in pa-
tients considered for CIT in the neoadjuvant
setting?

Answer: in the scenario of neoadjuvant therapy, it is
not necessary to order PD-L1 tests. The KEYNOTE 522
study analyzed 602 patients with untreated stage II and
III triple-negative breast cancer, comparing the use of
pembrolizumab to placebo, both in association with
chemotherapy (carboplatin and paclitaxel) in the neoad-
juvant scenario. The results document that both PD-L1
positive and negative patients derived clinical benefit
from CIT (Schmid et al. 2020). Similar results were ob-
served in the IMpassion 031, which evaluated atezolizu-
mab or placebo combined with nab-paclitaxel followed
by ddAC (doxorubicin combined with cyclophospha-
mide). After surgery, patients in the atezolizumab arm
received 11 additional cycles of therapy. The study dem-
onstrated that the addition of the atezolizumab led to an
improvement in pathologic complete response of about

17%. Akin to the KEYNOTE 522, the benefit was ob-
served regardless of PD-L1 expression (Mittendorf et al.
2020). PD-L1-positive patients derived more benefit, but
all patients had higher pCR rates with the combination
of chemotherapy and immunotherapy.

Q7. Is it necessary to retest for PD-L1 in the surgi-
cal specimen of patients who have a PD-L1+ result
on initial biopsy and underwent neoadjuvant
immunotherapy?

Answer: a positive result suffices for the patient to re-
ceive immunotherapy, precluding a retest’s need.

Q8. If the patient has undergone upfront surgery, is
it advisable to perform immunotherapy in the
adjuvant setting?

Answer: the consensus was not to consider using im-
munotherapy in the adjuvant disease setting. Clinical
studies are ongoing.

Q9. What is the ideal immunotherapy-free interval
before re-exposing the patient to immuno-
oncology?

Answer: the consensus determined a period of no ex-
posure of at least 6 months, but there is insufficient evi-
dence to establish an ideal rechallenge period. A recent

Table 2 Risks associated with PD-L1 biomarkers for clinical practice

Risk Details Recommendation

Patient safety

False-positive or false-negative Incorrect results lead to inappropriate therapy
and put patient safety at risk.

When both primary and metastatic samples are available,
test both.

Tumor heterogeneity Heterogeneity of PD-L1 expression between
primary and metastatic lesions in TNBC can
lead to erroneous classification.

Logistical risks

Sample collection and
processing issues

Poor quality tissues can result in unclear test
results.

Ensure correct sample fixation for 6 to 72 h and processing.
Determine tissue adequacy on H&E: the presence of TC
and tumor-associated IC. Cut 4um-thick slices for PD-L1 IHC
testing and sections for other IHC to preserve tissue in
biopsy samples. Use within 2 months of cutting.

Biomarker risks

PD-L1 expression prevalence
among clones

Clones differ in quantitative expression for
TC and IC, therefore analytical comparison
does not reflect clinical performance.

An assay must identify patients who will most likely respond
based on clinical trial data, thereby identifying a more
significant proportion of PD-L1 positive patients.

Multiple scoring systems Multiple scoring systems for PD-L1 clones
complicate reproducibility.

For BC, PD-L1 expressed in IC and not in TC is predictive of
response in the SP142 assay.

Inter-pathologist variability
for report results

PD-L1 on IC is not reproducible. Ensure real-world training on the expected staining profile
and cut-off for pathologists in clinical practice. Assess
interobserver variability with a sufficiently large and statistically
powered number of pathologists to guarantee reproducibility.

Adapted from (Gonzalez-Ericsson et al. 2020)
BC Breast cancer, IC Immune cells, TC Tumor cells, IHC Immunohistochemistry
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retrospective observational multicenter national study in
NSCLC explored the efficacy of anti-PD-1/PD-L1 rechal-
lenge in advanced NSCLC patients. The authors sought
to identify potential clinical features associated with
more significant outcomes. One hundred forty-four pa-
tients with advanced NSCLC were rechallenged with an
immune checkpoint inhibitor (ICI) after ≥12 weeks of
discontinuation. Patients were discontinuing first ICI
due to toxicity or clinical decision, cases able to maintain
a treatment-free period, and those with good perform-
ance status may be potential candidates for rechallenge
(Gobbini et al. 2020). Other small studies found similar
results, mainly in NSCLC (Kitagawa et al. 2020; Simo-
naggio et al. 2019). Data on breast cancer rechallenge
cases are anecdotal (Simonaggio et al. 2019).

Q10. According to the previous question, is
changing the strategy in the event of the disease
progression recommended?

Answer: there is no ideal period to indicate rechallenge
with anti-PD-L1 therapy after disease progression fol-
lowing previous treatment. The resistance mechanisms
involved remain unclear. Data are available for other
agents (Nivolumab rechallenge), suggesting some degree
of benefit, but this evidence needs further confirmation.
Meanwhile, the authors agreed that the combination

of chemotherapy with anti-PD-L1 is an option to be
considered on a case-by-case basis. The most appropri-
ate strategy for the patient should be compatible with
their profile. While recognizing that clinical practice
does not always strictly reflect clinical trials, a discussion
on the use of immunotherapy after having received it in
the early setting can be a consideration. Also, for BRCA
mutated patients, the use of PARP inhibitors is an alter-
native (M. Robson et al. 2017). A clinical study should
ideally answer this last question.

Conclusion
Implementation of a validated biomarker assay in
daily practice and changes in treatment decisions for
a given disease usually requires level 1 evidence. With
IMpassion130 - a randomized phase III trial - results
led to the approval of atezolizumab and nab-paclitaxel
as the standard of care for PD-L1+ (ICA ≥ 1%) meta-
static TNBC in Brazil and many other countries
(Schmid et al. 2018).
For an assay to be incorporated into clinical guidelines,

a biomarker must be available in pathology labs. Pathol-
ogists’ training is essential for the reliability of IHC re-
ports of PD-L1 to select patients who benefit most from
ICI. To date, PD-L1 is the only approved biomarker for
ICI, but due to variability in test performance of the dif-
ferent PD-L1 clones, heterogeneity, and absence of a

standardized score system, concerns regarding inter-
reader reproducibility for scoring PD-L1 must be ad-
dressed. Guidelines such as NCCN include PD-L1 diag-
nostic testing for recurrent or metastatic TNBC.
Nevertheless, the PD-L1 assay is not routinely performed
for metastatic TNBC in Brazil unless requested by the
oncologist.
It is important to point out that PD-L1 assay concord-

ance in TNBC has shown differences among SP142,
SP263, and 22C3 clones (Rugo et al. 2019). The Ob-
servers Needed to Evaluate Subjective Tests (ONEST) is
a new method for determining the minimum number of
evaluators needed to estimate concordance between
large numbers of readers, as occurs in the real-world set-
ting. The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for the
scoring of SP142 was 0.560 (Reisenbichler et al. 2020).
ONEST plots showed a decreasing overall percent agree-
ment (OPA) as the observer number increased, reaching
a low of 0.41 at eight observers for SP142 (Reisenbichler
et al. 2020). This low concordance among pathologists
could lead to many patients receiving atezolizumab
when they are unlikely to benefit or to not receiving ate-
zolizumab when it may provide clinical benefit (Reisen-
bichler et al. 2020). To minimize this negative impact on
patients, labs and industry should deploy robust training
programs simulating real-world practice. The need for
more tissue sample representativeness for molecular as-
says is also a vital point to address in training programs,
given that most pathologists are unaware of this issue.
Incorporating pathologist in the multidisciplinary discus-
sions is mandatory to improve the flow and optimize
management strategies for these patients.
Particular care with pre-analytical factors is also funda-

mental to ensure test quality. For instance, a fixation
time exceeding 96 h increases suboptimal results for the
SP142 clone by 16% (Barberà et al. 2020). Each path-
ology laboratory has different issues to overcome, such
as sample selection, sample processing, quality control,
and interpretation to guarantee proper patient selection.
Patient selection is the most crucial aspect for the fu-

ture management of TNBC. We need to recognize that
we are dealing with patients with different diseases
under the same name. The entire discussion will evolve
according to our ability to identify who responds to
which treatment. As a corollary to this discussion and at
the same time, an exciting challenge is when a patient
has two or more predictive markers (i.e., BRCAm and
PD-L1) and how to manage this situation (calling for
specific clinical studies).
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